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the actuaries are reached by separating the teeto-
talers from, tho drinkers. In the latter class there
is always sure to bo a number of men who abuse
alcohol and thus bring down the average of the
whole class. It is admitted any one can see
that the abuse of liquor leads to both physical and
moral deterioration and shortens life. The au-

thor, while asserting that alcohol in reasonable
quantities may do no harm, has no tolerance for
the contention of the liquor people that it is a
positive benefit or has a food value. He devotes
a chapter to the discussion of alcohol and pov-

erty, and while he does not believe that alcohol
is a promoter of prosperity, he protests that tho
wild assertions made by the Prohibitionists that
strong drink is responsible for most poverty is
not proved; that, on tho contrary, with their usual
confusion of values, they have got cause and ef-

fect transposed. He devotes chapters to the dis-

cussion of alcohol and crime and insanity. He
' says: "To depend on the customary statistical

evidence purporting to define intemperance as the
principal factor in most of our social ailments,
is to ask one to accept assertion for fact." In

'proof of the uncertainty of the assertions made
as to alcohol as the causative agent of disease,
he compares the health figures of countries with
varying degrees of alcoholic consumption. Among
other examples, he cites Norway and Denmark
as refutation of the Prohibition theory that drink
is the cause of most insanity. Denmark's figures
are 34.02 and Norway's figures 43 09 in ten thou-

sand. Denmark consumes vast quantities of liq-

uor, while Norway has become one of the most
temperate countries in the world. He shows still
further perplexing contrasts as to other diseases
and concludes that other causes than alcohol must
be sought in this quarter; while alcohol may be
one of these causes, to accept the prohibition
view that it is the main cause is absurd.

Some of the chapter headings which indicate
the character of the books are: "Alcoholism's
Unknown Factors," "Present Conditions," "Experi-
ments in Prohibition," "National Prohibition,"
"Government and Prohibition," "The Anti-Saloo- n

League," "Evolution of the Saloon," "Local Op-

tion," "High License and Restriction."
Mr. Koren treats at length the history of the

attempts at reforming the drink evil in this coun-
try and finds it nothing btu one long record of
failure. The Commission on Temperance appoint-
ed by the government of, Sweden, a number of
years ago, which spent four ye.ns of work on
the problem, studied the question in America,
and announced that there was nothing to be
learned here. The reason of our failure is the

most complete lack of intelligence in dealing with
tho question, which is, moreover, muddled and
confused at tho present time by the conflicting in-

terests of time-servin- g politicians. Tho batle for
temperance reform is a conglomerate of sentiment,
politics, prejudice and ignorance. Tho Prohibition-
ists take tho extreme position of absolute and sud-

den suppression, a thing utterly impractical, as
has been shown time and again. Whether a hu-

man necessity or not, a habit that has existed in
man since the beginning of history, cannot bo
thus summarily dealt with, and to deal with it as
the prohibitionists have always insisted on doing,
inevitably results in moral loss and injury to the
cause of temperance. He shows that even high
license laws do not reduce tho consumption of
liquor, and are wrong in principle because they
encourage the saloonist to push tho sale of spirits,
on which he makes the most money. In fact, a
dramshop without a considerable sale of spirits
is impossible under high license. And the license
is set at an arbitrary figure, whether much or
little is sold. Henry George proposed the aboli-
tion of all saloon licenses and revenue taxation
as a remedy for the liquor evil. He would have
it sold any or everywhere and remove any induce-(Continue- d
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Exclusive --Baths for
Ladies and Gentlemen

The Weaver Institute, Suite
Brooks Arcade, Corner

State Street and Broadway, is pre-

pared to give electric, Vapor,
Turkish, Persian and Dry-hot-a- ir

Baths to exclusive people. We
cater only to the best. Skilled
masseurs always in attendance.
Terms, on application.

THE WEAVER INSTITUTE
Phone Wasatch 6003
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McWILLIAMS. BALDWIN and STENDAL

High class entertainers just closed at the Orphcum, at the

HOTEL WILSON GRILL
These boys are considered the best entertainers in the business. Refined clean and up to date
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SERVICE I
Is what counts under present H

conditions H
Order H

Kemmerer No. 5 H

Rock Springs or any of the Utah H
Coals NOW and let us demon- - H
strate just 'how promptly we can H
take care of you. H

Federal Coal Co. ' I
Phone Main 171 Office 160 Main St. I

Special Low Rates 1
Are now in effect for the I
lighting of store exteriors, I
display windows and other I
forms of exterior lighting. I
It will pay you Mr. Mer- - I
chant, to investigate our I
Type C service on this I
form of lighting. I
UTAH POWER & I
LIGHT COMPANY I

"Efficient Publlo Sarrio." H

Protection Against I
Loss I

When you keep your valuables or H
Important papers in an old faBhioned I
safe, yo uare afforded but little ac- - H
tual protection. H

On tho other band, by renting one I
of our Safe Deposit boxes, you secure H
Immunity from fire, theft and every
other chance of loss. I

The cost is nominal $1.50 per I
year. I

SALT LAKE SECURITY & TRUST I
COMPANY

, I
32 Main Street Salt Lake City I


